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Important Note
*This is not a white paper. In order to protect the confidentiality of the
project, the white paper will not be shared until the public sale is started.
You will find the public presentation here.
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UBXS TOKEN

Today, blockchain technologies have become more
stable and applicable to the physical world. After the
introduction of NFTs, blockchain technologies are able to
connect with the physical world. As another major
development, thanks to the DAO (Decentralized
Autonomous Organization), the doors of decentralized
corporations on the blockchain have now been opened
without the need for the approval of a central authority.
As Bixos Inc., we are working on current trends and a
project that will shape the future. Together with our
expert software team and blockchain experts, we bring
you the future.

bixos.io
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PURPOSE
The UBXS Token (Utility Bixos Token) is aiming to create awareness for
future Bixos projects, introducing Bixos, compositioning audience,
raising funds, and determining the starting price of the BXS Token.
UBXS Token will help the investors get BXS Token faster and easier:
On March 15, 2022, The BXS Token exclusive private sale will start and
investors having 1 UBXS token will be able to buy 4 BXS Tokens.
As a Bixos Inc., we develop advanced blockchain technologies
and we make crypto investments stable and safe.
We have significant success on an international scale.
You can get more information by a making a quick search "Bixos".

bixos.io

UBXS TOKEN

UBXS Token
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UBXS Token
Exclusive Private Sale Details

Pre-sale start :
07-01-2022 00:00:00

Total amount
: 100,000,000
Supplier reserve : 20,000,000
Sales volume : 80,000,000
1 UBXS Token = 0.00018 BNB Coin ≈ 0.1$
1 BNB Coin = 5555 UBXS Token

bixos.io

UBXS TOKEN

Allocation Plan

UBXS Token will be allocated as following: %36 Reserve,
26% Liquidity, 10% Seed Sale, 10% Company Reserve,
8% Marketing, 5% Team, 5% Advisors.
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You will be able to keep the BXS Tokens (Bixos Governance Token) bartered with the UBXS Token (Utility Bixos
Token) directly in your wallets without any locking.

Advantages of
UBXS Token

You will be the first to hear the news of the market
release.
You will be able to trade the coins you have in the market.

bixos.io

UBXS TOKEN

When the private sale starts, you will be able to swap BXS
Token (Bixos Governance Token) with UBXS (Utility Bixos
Token) Tokens you own.
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Our goal with this project is to unite the physical world
and the virtual world (metaverse) by melting in the
same pot of real estate market which has a market
volume of 10.5 trillion dollars and blockchain, web 3.0,
metaverse, tokenomics, NFT technologies. We see that
the projects on this subject in the world are still very
new. As Bixos, we are proud to inform you that we are a
pioneer in these projects and we offer the opportunity
to become an early investor with the UBXS Token to the
investors in the world. The BXS Token will be used as
the currency of this ecosystem.
*https://www.msci.com/research/2021-market-size-report

bixos.io

THE OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT

The Objective of the Project

Detail of the Project
Real Estate - NFT

Governance and Formality

Insurance and Security

As it is known, with NFT technology,
ownership of tangible products is
possible in a way that can be verified
with blockchain infrastructure. Within
this scope, documents indicating
ownership such as title deeds,
licenses, certificates can be kept and
transferred more securely with NFT
technology. With the infrastructure
we will create as Bixos company, we
will add real estate deeds to the
blockchain world as NFT.

Management will be created with a
completely decentralized DAO
system, official documents will be
kept on the LLC company, and
records will be kept with blockchain
technology in the NFT world. Thanks
to this method, investors and users
will be able to benefit from this
infrastructure without having any
trust issues. At the same time, BXS
Token stakers will be provided with
the opportunity to become a
shareholder of this company.

With the infrastructure we will
create, your assets will be under
maximum protection with the
double encryption system, by
adding the approval mechanism
(lawyer approval or a second
approval) to your NFT transfers.
Annual payments will be made
with The BXS Token.

bixos.io

DETAILS OF THE PROJECT
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What if I lose my wallet?

What if my NFT gets stolen?

Your passwords will be protected with the double-protect-

Thanks to the double-sided encryption verification that

ed encryption method you have previously determined. If

we will create before the NFT transfer, a second confir-

you apply with the documents, a new NFT will be created

mation mechanism will be added, and your assets will

for you and your old NFT will be left out of action. Even if

remain safe in case of any theft.

you lose your wallet, you will not lose your home!

bixos.io

DETAILS OF THE PROJECT

Possible Issues and Our Solutions
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Problems we offer solutions with this project
The real estate market had been limited to local
circles, except for some big players until now. With
the development of blockchain and metaverse
technologies, regardless of whether you are a large or
small investor, you can browse and buy real-world
real estate from marketplace (and in the metaverse in
the future) anywhere in the world.

bixos.io

MARKET PLACE AND METAVERSE

Market place and
Metaverse
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MARKET PLACE AND METAVERSE

Who can be our partners?
Real estate companies
Individuals providing brokerage services
Construction companies
REIT companies
Banks
…and individual investors like you.

bixos.io

Roadmap
January
2022

The whitepaper for the UBXS Token is completed
The UBXS Token website is launched
The UBXS Token is released to the market
Advertising works have started

February
2022

Start of coding Bixos DAO-LLC Smart Contract
Start of coding the BXS Token Smart Contract
Preparation of Bixos DAO-LLC webpage
Start of coding the UBXS Token Swap Smart Contract
Application for Bixos DAO-LLC
Determination of Bixos DAO Board of Directors

March
2022

Creation of the Real Estate NFT standards
Launch of the Bixos DAO-LLC website
The implementation of the Bixos DAO-LLC Board of Directors draft and voting structure
Taking a vote and determination of initial values by Bixos DAO-LLC Board of Directors
Realization of UBXS Token - BXS Token Swap
Start of coding the Bixos Real Estate Smart Contract
First real meeting of Bixos DAO-LLC Board of Directors
The BXS Token Public Sale I

ROADMAP
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Roadmap
April
2022

The BXS Token Public Sale II
Completion of coding the Bixos Real Estate Smart Contract
Preparation of Bixos Marketplace website
Start of coding the Bixos Marketplace Smart Contract

May
2022

Formation of the board of directors after the BXS Token Public Sale
Creation of management chart and inauguration of Bixos CEO
NFTization of the first real estates
Start of coding the real estate owners panel

June
2022

Start of coding the Bixos Insurance Smart Contract
Preparation of Bixos Insurance website
Completion of coding the real estate owners panel

July
2022

Deploying Marketplace Smart Contract
Deploying Marketplace website
First NFTs goes up for sale on the marketplace
Selling the first NFT on the marketplace and putting our stamp on history
Submission of the first quarterly report

ROADMAP
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Roadmap
August
2022

Deploying the Bixos Insurance Smart Contract
Deploying the Bixos Insurance website
Start of coding the Bixos Inheritance Smart Contract
Preparation of the Bixos Inheritance webpage

September
2022

Start of R&D
Identifying market needs and requirements
Starting practices on requirements

October
2022

Submission of the quarterly report
Deploying the Bixos Inheritance Smart Contract
Deploying the Bixos Inheritance webpage

November
2022

December
2022

Focusing on marketing projects for increasing our market share

Submission of the R&D report and creation of the implementation plan
Continuing market expansion

ROADMAP
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OUR TEAM

Our Team

We are a team of experts who believe in the future of cryptocurrencies. Our team consists of investors,
smart contract analysts, blockchain and crypto market financial experts, and software engineers.
We all come together for one thing: Make smarter, safer, and more profitable investments accessible to
everyone.

bixos.io
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Board of Directors

Mikail is a blockchain entrepreneur who created multiple
solutions and technologies in the crypto industry. As CEO
and Founder of Bixos, Mikail is bringing blockchain
-enabled technologies and financial services to the world.
He started out in his career as a mathematical engineer
but was also studying the underlying computer science
fields that gave birth to blockchain technology. These
fields are Cryptography, Disturbed Computing, and
Mechanism Design, all of which lay the foundations for his
future endeavors.

bixos.com

OUR TEAM

Mikail Emre Caliskan- CEO
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Can manages the strategic and operational initiatives of
Bixos at the parent level as well as subsidiary level. He
has a very strong interest in software and blockchain
solutions that improve bottom-line results. And he has
been deeply involved in the cryptocurrency space for
more than 6 years. With over 15 years of experience in
sales and marketing he has built a solid network of
connections and a close pulse on the ecosystem. He
understands how to lead campaigns that speak to both
deep insiders as well as newcomers entering the space.

bixos.io

OUR TEAM

Can Kazancioglu - CMO
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Umur brings more than two decades of engineering and
development experience to his role overseeing the technology
and infrastructure at Bixos. He has extensive experience with
process optimization and automation. He has managed
projects and has worked with the largest engineering
companies and governmental sectors in Turkey. He was one of
the first bitcoin owners in Turkey and has been actively
learning about Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. Umur is
currently responsible for the technical aspects of dashboard
building, running instructions, and API management.

bixos.io

OUR TEAM

Umurcan Gorur - CTO

Our Team
Ahmet Yazbahar - Back End Developer
Ahmet is a skillful, self taught developer.
Using various tools and programming
languages, he continues to contribute to
the team by working with strong
motivation.

Atilla Gunes - Graphic Designer
Atilla is a well-experienced, professional
graphic designer. He keeps creating
wonders for our projects.

Aydin Acar - Front End Developer

Bekir Samet Sirinel - Back End Developer
After his graduation from software
engineering, Samet became an experienced
developer that worked on different projects.
He is capable of many programming
languages and is the team lead of Bixos.

Aydın is a full stack developer since 2017.
He likes to improve himself and learning
new technologies. He is interested in
artificial intelligence and game
development.

bixos.io

OUR TEAM
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Our Team
Berkant Yildirim - Blockchain Developer
Berkant is another ex-intern who chose to
continue his career in Bixos. He is a
responsible team player with a huge
curiosity for Blockchain systems.

Emir Guvenni - Back End Developer
Emir started his career with coding bots
and websites. He is mostly into Laravel and
Node.js and improving himself every day.

Emre Tepe - Blockchain Developer

Faruk Arıgun - Front End Developer
Faruk’s passion for science and technology
led his career. He is an experienced
developer, also interested in social
problems and arts&culture.

Emre is a young, ambitious and
open-minded web developer who seriously
cares about discipline. He likes following
the pace of new technology and software
while giving importance to respect.

bixos.io

OUR TEAM
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Our Team
Gizem Ceylan - Finance Officer
Gizem is an experienced finance officer
while being patient, solution oriented and
many-minded.

Handan Yolak - Front End Developer
Bixos was Handan’s second internship after
her graduation from Mathematics &
Computer Science. Currently she works
on her projects in her new position
unbendingly.

Rana Arslanturk Yildirim - Editör

Soner Yildirim - Digital Marketing Specialist
After gaining experience in different areas
of IT, Soner has stopped his journey when
he realized digital marketing suits him the
most. He is a digital marketing expert of 4
years with passion for his line of business.

Rana is a talented editor, capable of 3
languages. She is helping the team to
create and edit necessary content.

bixos.io

OUR TEAM
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Our Team
Mahdi Hsoumi - Front End Developer
Having a perfectionist personality, Mahdi
focused on what he love and improved himself
every day. Mahdi is interested in programming
since 7 years and worked as a web developer
for 3 years. He is passionately interested in
crypto technologies and he knew Bixos was
the perfect opportunity for him.

bixos.io

OUR TEAM

Yusuf Yilmaz - Front End Developer
Bixos is where everything started for
Yusufcan. After his internship in Bixos, he
continues to contribute with his problem
solving abilities and friendly face.
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